START WITH AUTHENTIC ACCESSORIES BY MOPAR®.
DON’T STOP UNTIL YOU’VE REACHED THE
FINISHING TOUCH.

Whether it’s a new Dodge vehicle or one that joins your care for years, there’s no better way to personalize it than with Authentic Dodge Accessories by Mopar. By choosing Authentic Accessories you gain far more than premium protection or extreme entertainment — you also add distinctive style that stands out.

Don’t settle for anything other than Authentic Accessories featuring a fit, finish, and functionality especially for your Dodge vehicle. Authentic Dodge Accessories by Mopar are available through your local Chrysler, Jeep®, Dodge, and Ram retailer.

ADDITONAL ACCESSORIES:
- Battery Blanket
- Engine Black Hood
- Hood Cover
- Locking Gas Cap
- Master Shield® Vehicle Protection Products
- Premium Vehicle-Care Products
- Trailering Accessories
- Wheel Locks
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BLING OUT YOUR BEST.

1. CHROME FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Polished deflector creates an air stream to help keep dust, debris, and other objects away from your vehicle’s hood and windshield. (Also available in Smoke.)

2. CHROME GRILLE. Make your grille stand out from the crowd while deflecting dirt, dust, and bugs from your vehicle’s hood and windshield. Centre cap features the Dodge logo.

3. 20-INCH CHROME WHEEL. Our premium wheels are machined to match your Durango’s exact specifications for a smooth and balanced ride and offer a guaranteed long-lasting shine. Centre cap features the Dodge logo.

4. CHROME TUBULAR SIDE STEPS. These four-inch oval chrome-aluminum steps feature textured stepping surfaces with non-slip rubber pads. Step pads feature the Dodge logo and mount securely with corrosion-resistant electrocoated steel mounting brackets. No drilling required. (Also available in Black.)

5. CHROME MIRROR COVERS. Reflect your personal sense of style with these custom covers. They are designed for easy installation on the front side of your exterior rearview mirrors. It’s a simple yet noticeable display that enhances the style of your Durango.

THIS IS HOW YOU TRAVEL IN STYLE.

1. SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS. Tinted acrylic visors let you partially open your windows during inclement weather, yet remain dry. Set of four.

2. BLACK TUBULAR SIDE STEPS. These all-black premium steps offer extra-wide footing and textured stepping surfaces for vehicle entry and exit. They hold fast to your vehicle with corrosion-resistant and vibration-dampened rubber mounts.

3. MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Designed to help protect the body panels of your Durango by deflecting gravel, salt, and mud. Guards feature the Dodge logo.

4. HITCH RECEIVER. Receiver features a two-inch opening and, when properly equipped with weight-distributing equipment, allows the Durango to tow up to 2812 kg (6200 lb) with the Pentastar™ V6 engine and 3266 kg (7200 lb) with the available V8 engine. Hitch Ball, Ball Mount, and Wiring Harness sold separately.

5. MOULDED RUNNING BOARDS. Our premium running boards are constructed of heavy-gauge steel for safe and easy entry and exit and feature a Black outer cover with chrome accents for the finishing touch.

SHOWN ON COVER: CHROME GRILLE, 20-INCH CHROME WHEEL, CHROME TUBULAR SIDE STEPS, AND CHROME MIRROR COVERS.
1. **Removable Roof Rack Kit.**  
Attach and detach in a flash. These headlight and fog light guards are easily adjustable and allow easy access for cargo and luggage carriers.

2. **ROOF RACK CAMO BAGS**  
Attach to the standard equipment crossbars or Mopar roof rack. (1) They easily secure items such as camping gear without the need for straps. 

3. **Top Cap® Cargo Cushion.**  
This heavy-duty style cushion is weatherproof and features a rubberized bottom that eliminates movement. Cushion features a Front Air Deflector. 

4. **Roof Top Cargo Basket.**  
This fully adjustable cargo basket with the optional equipment crossbars or Mopar Roof Rack. (1) It features four strong nylon straps holds one canoe and mounts to the Mopar roof rack. (1)

5. **Removable Roof Rack.**  
This fully adjustable cargo box with the optional equipment crossbars or Mopar Roof Rack. (1)

6. **Roof Mount Bike Carrier.**  
Our take carries feature extruded rubber anti-scratch bumpers and locking nuts. The End-Mount style carriers can be locked securely to the roof rack and are ultra secure. The height style carriers feature lock by the handlebars with both secured and carrier mounts to the standard equipment crossbars or Mopar roof rack. (1)

7. **Roof-Mount Woven Sports Cargo Bag.**  
Stylish, functional, and entirely foldable. A 3/4 inch wide nylon strap attaches to steel safety clips. Adjustable steel hardware is included. Perfect for all cargo crossbars or Mopar Roof Rack. (1)

8. **Roof-Mount Winch Cap.**  
This cap helps to accommodate pulling rope straps to the car and mounts to a Mopar Roof Rack. (1) It features double-stitched seams and the Dodge logo.

9. **Katzkin Leather Interiors.**  
Create your own stylish interior worthy of such a capable ride. Katzkin offers premium leather trim packages with exteriors, piping, barstools, handles, and much more drawn from all colors. Ask your retailer for more information.

10. **Bright Pedal Kit.**  
This convenient pedal kit includes new covers and adds plenty of style complimentary to your vehicle. Rubber and plastic pedal covers also included.

11. **Removable Roof Rack Kit.**  
Attach and detach in a flash. These headlight and fog light guards are easily adjustable and allow easy access for cargo and luggage carriers.

12. **Slush Mats.**  
These custom-fit mats feature deep carpeting to keep dirt, snow, and mud from showing on your vehicles carpet. Available for front and rear.

13. **Cargo Net.**  
This durable black net is cut to size to fit your Durango for maximum storage and sleeping space and easily snaps into place as a decoration for your vehicle. Available in two sizes.

14. **Dog Bed Cargo Area Mat.**  
Keep your four-legged families content while keeping your cargo area protected from dirt, dirt, and other messy situations.

---

1. **Dodge Black Steel Replacement Bumper.**  
This durable black steel replacement bumper can be used as a durable non-skid another alternative.

2. **Hitch-Mount Crossbar.**  
Enjoy enough cargo in your vehicle to go equipped. Durable enough to take a pounding from the elements. Hitch crossbars attach to your vehicle’s receiver for a strong, sturdy advantage. Hitch crossbar features a rubberized backing to keep from catching on plants and is custom contoured for an easy fit.

3. **Skid Plate.**  
These custom-fit mats feature deep carpeting to keep dirt, snow, and mud from showing on your vehicles carpet. Available for front and rear.

---

**When it comes to being on top, we’ve got you covered.**

1. **Removable Roof Rack Kit.**  
Attach and detach in a flash. These headlight and fog light guards are easily adjustable and allow easy access for cargo and luggage carriers.

2. **Roof Rack Camo Bags**  
Attach to the standard equipment crossbars or Mopar roof rack. (1) They easily secure items such as camping gear without the need for straps. 

3. **Top Cap® Cargo Cushion.**  
This heavy-duty style cushion is weatherproof and features a rubberized bottom that eliminates movement. Cushion features a Front Air Deflector. This fully adjustable cargo basket with the optional equipment crossbars or Mopar Roof Rack. (1) It features four strong nylon straps holds one canoe and mounts to the Mopar roof rack. (1)

4. **Roof Top Cargo Basket.**  
This fully adjustable cargo basket with the optional equipment crossbars or Mopar Roof Rack. (1) It features four strong nylon straps holds one canoe and mounts to the Mopar roof rack. (1) It features double-stitched seams and the Dodge logo.

5. **Removable Roof Rack.**  
This fully adjustable cargo box with the optional equipment crossbars or Mopar Roof Rack. (1)

---

**In short, we protect And serve.**

---

1. **Katzkin Leather Interiors.**  
Create your own stylish interior worthy of such a capable ride. Katzkin offers premium leather trim packages with exteriors, piping, barstools, handles, and much more drawn from all colors. Ask your retailer for more information.

2. **Bright Pedal Kit.**  
This convenient pedal kit includes new covers and adds plenty of style complimentary to your vehicle. Rubber and plastic pedal covers also included.

3. **Chrome Exhaust Tip.**  
Accent your Durango’s performance with a chrome exhaust tip for some added show and road debris. Cover features a heavy duty outside. Cover features a heavy duty outside. Cover features a heavy duty outside. Cover features a heavy duty outside.

4. **Door Sill Guards.**  
Protect the interior door sills of your Durango from damage and dents by adding a heavy-duty trim that attached to the frame. (1) It features a rubberized backing to keep from catching on plants and is custom contoured for an easy fit.

5. **Hitch-Mount Crossbar.**  
Enjoy enough cargo in your vehicle to go equipped. Durable enough to take a pounding from the elements. Hitch crossbars attach to your vehicle’s receiver for a strong, sturdy advantage. Hitch crossbar features a rubberized backing to keep from catching on plants and is custom contoured for an easy fit.

6. **Hitch-Mount Bike Carrier.**  
This durable black steel replacement bumper can be used as a durable non-skid another alternative.
4. HEATED SEATS: We boldly put you in the hot seat, too. Our heated seat is sold as a package for the first seat and includes three heat settings for optimal temperature control. And for chilly hands only.

5. BLUETOOTH® PHONE: Designated to be a valuable asset in a vehicle, Bluetooth® technology is a worldwide standard for wireless communication that allows people to stay in touch with family and friends. Our system is designed to pair with your Bluetooth® compatible phone, hands-free, and answer calls and send text messages. Call contacts in your phone’s address book(2) just by saying their name, and then plug them in. No cutting or drilling necessary.

6. CLIMATE CONTROL: This advanced system utilizes digital technology to assist you while driving by keeping your interior at the perfect climate for your ride. The rear face-mounted vents control interior air, conditioned, for a distance of 1.8 metres. Three different settings are available to suit your needs. You can select the weather and your climate outside and your interior will follow.

7. AMBIENT LIGHT KIT: These LED lights mount under the dash to add a soft wash of accent lighting to both the driver and front-passenger footwells. Eight colour settings and low/high settings for optimal temperature control. Our heated seat kit is sold in pairs for your comfort.

8. ECOMETER: Now you can monitor your driving and make adjustments for optimal fuel economy in a colour-coded LED eco-graph. The Ecometer is for you. Its robust, user-friendly design includes lane assist with junction view, FM radio, AM/FM radio with MP3/WMA support, CD/DVD player, and SiriusXM® Satellite radio service subscription. (1) (2) (5) (6)

9. MEDIA CENTRE 130 (res.): Available for cloth seats only.

10. MEDIA CENTRE 430 (rbz): This AM/FM/CD radio with 6.5-inch touch screen, 20GB digital hard drive, 10-inch LCD wide-screen as well as navigation(6) with Voice Command,(4) GPS navigation(6) with Voice Command(4) of hands-free phone,(4) music, and satellite radio.(3)

11. MEDIA CENTRE 630 HAD: Authentic Dodge Accessories offer exclusive design, high-performance car audio manufacturer. KiCKEr speakers and upgrade packages have been designed specifically for your Durango, so you get automotive sound the way it was intended. And best of all, KiCKEr parts install easily: bolt them in without integrated SiriuS Satellite radio.(3)

12. ECOVOLUTION WARNING SYSTEM (EVTS): The Ecometer is for you. Its robust, user-friendly design includes lane assist with junction view, FM radio, AM/FM radio with MP3/WMA support, CD/DVD player, and SiriusXM® Satellite radio service subscription. (1) (2) (5) (6)